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.No. lCl-3, -44, & -104: Rotary dial coin telephone set intended for coin-first (prepay) 
or dial-tone-first service in common battery systems. 

Each consists of coin signaling, handling and storage, a slug-rejecting mechanism, 
and the equivalent tran smission and signalin g component s of the No . 500 type 
telephone sets . All parts are contained in a welded steel high- security housing. 
The hand set, switch hook, line switch, dial, single-slot coin entrance, stuck-coin 
release lever, and two instruction cards are mounted on the face of a removable 
front cover . 

Coin identification is made by beep tones generated by an oscillator in the set. A 
nickel is identified by one beep, a dime by two beeps, and a quarter by a series of 
five rapid beeps . These tones are not audible in the hand set. The totalizers 
received from the factory will be preset at a ten-cent initial rate but can be reset 
from five cents to forty-five cents. A chargeable call cannot be made until the 
preset initial rate has been deposited when the set is connected in either a prepay 
or dial-tone-first mode . 

A single slot is provided on the front to accept U. S. nickels, dimes, and quarters. 
All sorting of coins is done internally by the chute. The coin return is designed to 
deter stuffing. 

Contains features which permit field conversion from prepay to dial-tone-first opera
tion . All sets are factory wired in the prepay mode. Conversion to dial-tone-first 
consists of reconnecting cord-tipped leads on the No. 31A coin chassis terminal 
board and the dial and housing assembly terminal board, and the reconnection of 
a plug into the jack or movement of slide switch on the No. IA totalizer. The 
dial-tone-first mode of coin operation provides the means by which a customer 
can place an emergency call or other selected calls without a coin deposit . 
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